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17. Productive failure: From an experimental effect to a learning design

Manu Kapur & Pee Li Leslie Toh

Abstract
Situating our work within the constructivist debate about effective ways of designing for learning, we describe our program of research on Productive Failure (PF), starting from the seminal work and tracing the developmental trajectory of designing for Productive Failure in classroom-based contexts. The PF learning design comprises a generation and exploration phase followed by a consolidation and knowledge assembly phase. PF affords students opportunities to activate and differentiate their prior knowledge so that they are better prepared to attend to and learn the critical conceptual features of the targeted concepts during the subsequent instruction. Our findings show that the PF learning design is more effective in developing conceptual understanding and transfer than a direct instruction design. Follow-up studies are described wherein key aspects of the productive failure design were tested over multiple classroom-based studies in Singapore public schools, and how these studies helped us interrogate and understand the criticality of key mechanisms embodied in the PF design.

1. Introduction
Proponents of direct instruction bring to bear substantive empirical evidence against un-guided or minimally-guided instruction to claim that there is little efficacy in having learners solve problems that target novel concepts, and that learners should receive direct instruction on the concepts before any problem solving (Kirschner, Sweller, & Clark, 2006; Sweller, 2010). Kirschner et al. (2006) argued that “Controlled experiments almost uniformly indicate that when dealing with novel information, learners should be explicitly shown what to do and how to do it” (p. 79). Commonly-cited problems with un-guided or minimally-guided instruction include increased working memory load that interferes with schema formation (Sweller, 1988), encoding of errors and misconceptions (Brown & Campione, 1994), lack of adequate practice and elaboration (Klahr & Nigam, 2004), as well as affective problems of frustration and de-motivation (Hardiman, Pollatsek, & Well, 1986).

Consequently, this has led to a commonly-held belief that there is little efficacy in having learners solve novel problems that target concepts they have not learnt yet. Perhaps this belief is best captured by Sweller (2010), “What can conceivably be gained by leaving the learner to search for a solution when the search is usually very time consuming, may result in a suboptimal solution, or even no solution at all?” (p. 128). The basis for this belief comes from a large body of empirical evidence that has compared some form of heavily-guided direct instruction (e.g., worked examples) favorably with unguided or minimally-guided discovery learning instruction (Kirschner et al., 2006). It is of course not surprising that learners do not learn from unguided or minimally-guided discovery learning when compared with a heavily-guided direct instruction. However, the conclusion that there is little efficacy in having learners solve problems that target concepts they have not learnt yet - something that they have to do in unguided discovery learning - does not follow.
To determine if there such an efficacy, a stricter comparison for direct instruction would be to compare it with an approach where students first generate representations and methods to novel problems on their own followed by direct instruction. It can be expected that the generation process will likely lead to failure. By failure, I simply mean that students will not be able to develop or discover the canonical solutions by themselves. Yet, what is critical is not the failure to develop the canonical solution per se but the very process of generating and exploring multiple representations and solution methods, which can be productive for learning provided direct instruction on the targeted concepts is subsequently provided (Kapur & Bielaczyc, 2012; Kapur & Rummel, 2009; Schwartz & Martin, 2004).

This chapter reports on a program of research that explores the possibility of affording learners the opportunity to engage in a process of generating solutions to novel problems, and shows how this process invariably leads to suboptimal solutions (that is, failure to generate the canonical solutions) but can still be a productive exercise in failure provided some form of direct instruction follows (Kapur, 2010, 2011, 2012). Thus argued, instead of reporting experiments comparing discovery learning with direct instruction, the work presented herein seeks to understand whether combining the two - as instantiated in the learning design called productive failure (Kapur & Bielaczyc, 2012) - can be more effective than direct instruction alone.

We start with a brief review of research that supports the case for productive failure, and points to an efficacy of learner-generated solutions provided an appropriate form of direct instruction builds upon it. Next, we provide a brief description of the mechanisms embodies in the design principles of productive failure. Following this, we describe a program of design research wherein key aspects of the productive failure design were tested over multiple classroom-based studies in Singapore public schools. Our aim is not to describe each study in detail. Instead it is to articulate the underlying logic of how the various studies help us test and understand some of the critical design decisions of PF.

2. The case for of failure in learning and problem solving

Research on impasse-driven learning (Van Lehn, Siler, Murray, Yamauchi, & Baggett, 2003) with college students in coached problem-solving situations provides strong evidence for the role of failure in learning. Successful learning of a principle (e.g., a concept, a Physical law) was associated with events when students reached an impasse during problem solving. Conversely, when students did not reach an impasse, learning was rare despite explicit tutor-explanations of the target principle. Instead of providing immediate or direct instruction upfront, e.g., in the form of feedback, questions, or explanations, when the learner demonstrably makes an error or is “stuck,” Van Lehn et al.’s (2003) findings suggest that it may well be more productive to delay that instruction up until the student reaches an impasse - a form of failure - and is subsequently unable to generate an adequate way forward.

Building on this, Mathan and Koedinger (2003) compared learning under two different feedback conditions on student errors. In the immediate feedback condition, a tutor gave immediate feedback on student errors. In the delayed feedback condition, the tutor allowed the student to detect their own error first before providing feedback. Their findings suggested that students in the delayed feedback condition demonstrated a faster rate of learning from and on all the subsequent problems. Delayed feedback on errors seemed to have resulted in better retention and better preparation to learn from subsequent problems (Mathan & Koedinger, 2003).
Further evidence for such preparation for future learning (PFL; Schwartz & Bransford, 1998) can be found in the inventing to prepare for learning (IPL) research by Schwartz and Martin (2004). In a sequence of design experiments on the teaching of descriptive statistics with intellectually gifted students, Schwartz and Martin (2004) demonstrated an existence proof for the hidden efficacy of invention activities when such activities preceded direct instruction, despite such activities failing to produce canonical conceptions and solutions during the invention phase. However, the proponents of direct instruction have criticized PFL and IPL studies because of a lack of adequate control and experimental manipulation of one variable at a time, which makes it difficult to make causal attributions of the effects (Kirschner et al., 2006).

Earlier experiments in productive failure (Kapur, 2008) provide evidence from randomized-controlled experiments for the role of failure in learning and problem by delaying structure. Kapur (2008) examined students solving complex problems without the provision on any external support structures or scaffolds. 11th-grade student triads from seven high schools in India were randomly assigned to solve either ill- or well-structured physics problems in an online, chat environment. After group problem solving, all students individually solved well-structured problems followed by ill-structured problems. Ill-structured groups generated a greater diversity of representations and methods for solving the ill-structured problems. However, ill-structured group discussions were found to more complex and divergent than those of their well-structured counterparts, leading to poor group performance (Kapur, 2011a; Kapur, Voiklis, Kinzer, & Black, 2006). Notwithstanding, findings suggested a hidden efficacy in the complex, divergent interactional process even though it seemingly led to failure. Kapur argued that delaying the structure received by students from the ill-structured groups (who solved ill-structured problems collaboratively followed by well-structured problems individually) helped them discern how to structure an ill-structured problem, thereby facilitating a spontaneous transfer of problem-solving skills. Findings from this study have since been replicated (Kapur & Kinzer, 2009).

These findings are consistent with other research programs that suggest that conditions that maximize performance in the shorter term are not necessarily the ones that maximize learning in the longer term (Clifford, 1984; Schmidt & Bjork, 1992). Collectively, it is reasonable to reinterpret their central findings as all of them point to the efficacy of learner-generated processing, conceptions, representations, and understandings, even though such conceptions and understandings may not be correct initially and the process of arriving at them not as efficient. The above findings, while preliminary, underscore the implication that by delaying instructional support - be it explanations, feedback, direct instruction, or well-structured problems - in learning and problem-solving activities so as to allow learners to generate solutions to novel problems can be a productive exercise in failure (Kapur, 2008).

More than simply indicating a delay of instructional structure, these studies also underscore the presence of desirable difficulties and productive learner activity in solving problems. It is this interest in what is present, that is, the features of productive learner activity (even if it results in “failure”), that forms the core of our work. Based on the literature and our own studies in PF, we have begun to develop a design theory of what needs to be present in student problem-solving contexts in which instructional structure is delayed. We are interested in testing our theoretical conjectures by investigating their embodiment in the design of problem-solving experiences that, although leading to short-term performance failure, are efficacious in the longer term. We briefly describe these design principles and the theoretical conjectures they embody next (for a fuller description, see Kapur & Bielaczyc, 2012).
3. Designing for productive failure (PF)

There are at least two problems with direct instruction in the initial phase of learning something new or solving a novel problem. First, students often do not have the necessary prior knowledge differentiation to be able to discern and understand the affordances of the domain-specific representations and methods underpinning the targeted concepts given during direct instruction (e.g., Kapur & Bielaczyc, 2012; Schwartz & Bransford, 1998; Schwartz & Martin, 2004). Second, when concepts are presented in a well-assembled, structured manner during direct instruction, students may not understand why those concepts, together with their representations, and methods, are assembled or structured in the way that they are (Chi, Glaser, & Farr, 1988; Schwartz & Bransford, 1998).

Cognizant of these two problems, PF engages students in a learning design (for a fuller explication of the design principles, see Kapur & Bielaczyc, 2012) that embodies four core, interdependent mechanisms: a) activation and differentiation of prior knowledge in relation to the targeted concepts, b) attention to critical conceptual features of the targeted concepts, c) explanation and elaboration of these features, and d) organization and assembly of the critical conceptual features into the targeted concepts. These mechanisms are embodied in a two phase design: a generation and exploration phase (Phase 1) followed by a consolidation phase (Phase 2). Phase 1 affords opportunities for students to generate and explore the affordances and constraints of multiple representations and solution methods (RSMs). Phase 2 affords opportunities for organizing and assembling the relevant student-generated RSMs into canonical RSMs. The designs of both phases were guided by the following core design principles that embody the abovementioned mechanisms:

1. create problem-solving contexts that involve working on complex problems that challenge but do not frustrate, rely on prior mathematical resources, and admit multiple RSMs (mechanisms a and b);
2. provide opportunities for explanation and elaboration (mechanisms b and c);
3. provide opportunities to compare and contrast the affordances and constraints of failed or sub-optimal RSMs and the assembly of canonical RSMs (mechanisms b-d).

4. Examining the PF design in the real ecologies of Singapore classrooms

Having articulated the mechanisms embodied in the design principles of PF, we now describe the implementation in a series of classroom-based experiments. To bring about change in classroom practice and pedagogy, especially in a system of high-stakes testing such as Singapore, it was important to compare a new learning design (e.g., PF) with a design most prevalent in practice (e.g., DI). Thus, we started by comparing learning from PF with DI.

We illustrate a comparison of learning from PF and DI through a pre-posttest, quasi-experimental study (hereinafter referred to as Study 1) with 133, ninth-grade mathematics students (14-15 year olds) from a public school in Singapore (for fuller details, see Kapur, 2012). The targeted concept was Standard Deviation (SD), which is typically taught in the tenth grade, and therefore, students had no instructional experience with the targeted concept prior to the study.

All students, in their intact classes, participated in four, 50-minute periods of instruction on the concept as appropriate to their assigned condition. The same teacher taught both the PF and DI conditions.
In the PF condition, students spent the first two periods working face-to-face in triads to solve a complex data analysis problem on their own (see Appendix A). The data analysis problem presented a distribution of goals scored each year by three soccer players over a twenty-year period. Students were asked to design a quantitative index to determine the most consistent player. During this generation phase, no cognitive guidance or support was provided. In the third period, the teacher first consolidated by comparing and contrasting student-generated solutions with each other, and then modeled and worked through the canonical solution. In the fourth and final period, students solved three data analysis problems for practice, and the teacher discussed the solutions with the class.

In the DI condition, the teacher used the first period to explain the canonical formulation of the concept of variance using two sets of “worked-example followed by problem-solving” pairs. The data analysis problems required students to compare the variability in 2-3 given data sets, for example, comparing the variability in rainfall in two different months of a year. After each worked example, students solved an isomorphic problem, following which their errors, misconceptions, and critical features of the concept were discussed with the class as a whole. To motivate students to pay attention and remain engaged, they were told that they will be asked to solve isomorphic problems after the teacher-led worked examples. In the second period, students were given three isomorphic data analysis problems to solve, and the solutions were discussed by the teacher. In the third period, students worked in triads to solve the same problem that the PF students solved in the first two periods, following which the teacher discussed the solutions with the class. DI students did not need two periods to solve the problem because they had already learnt the concept. The DI cycle ended with a final set of three data analysis problems for practice (the same problems given to the PF students), which the students solved individually, and the teacher discussed the solutions with the class.

Process findings suggested that PF groups generated on average six solutions to the problem. Elsewhere (see Kapur, 2012), we have described these student-generated solutions in greater detail. For the present purposes, we only briefly describe the four categories of solutions:

a. **Central tendencies** (e.g., using mean, median, mode).

b. **Qualitative methods** (e.g., organizing data using dot diagrams, frequency polygons, line graphs to examine clustering and fluctuations patterns).

c. **Frequency methods** (e.g., counting the frequency with which a player scored above, below, and at the mean to argue that the greater the frequency at the mean relative to away from the mean, the better the consistency).

d. **Deviation methods** (e.g., range; calculating the sum of year-on-year deviations to argue that the greater the sum, the lower the consistency; calculating absolute deviations to avoid deviations of opposite signs cancelling each other; calculating the average instead of the sum of the deviations).

None of the PF groups were able to generate the canonical formulation of SD. In contrast, analysis of DI students’ classroom work revealed that students relied only on the canonical formulation to solve data analysis problems. This was not surprising given that had been taught the canonical formulation of SD, which is also easy to compute and apply. All DI students were accurately able to apply the concept of SD to solve the very problem that the PF students tried to generate a solution to.

Furthermore, the solutions generated by PF students suggested that not only were students’ priors activated (central tendencies, graphing, differences, etc.) but that students were able to assemble them into different ways of measuring consistency.
After all, PF students could only rely on their priors—formal and intuitive—to generate these solutions. Therefore, the more they can generate, the more it can be argued that they are able to conceptualize the targeted concept in different ways, that is, their priors are not only activated but also differentiated in the process of generation. In other words, these solutions can be seen as a measure, albeit indirect, of knowledge activation and differentiation; the greater the number of such solutions, the greater the knowledge activation and differentiation.

On the day immediately after the intervention, all students took a posttest comprising three types of items: procedural fluency, conceptual understanding, and transfer (for the items, see Kapur, 2012). Analysis of pre-post performance suggested that PF students significantly outperformed their DI counterparts on conceptual understanding and transfer without compromising procedural fluency. Further analyses revealed that the number of solutions generated by PF students was a significant predictor of how much they learnt from PF. That is, the more solutions they students generated, the better they performed on the procedural fluency, conceptual understanding, and transfer items on the posttest. We refer to this effect as the solution generation effect.

Discussion
These findings are consistent with the seminal studies on productive failure (Kapur, 2008; Kapur & Kinzer, 2009), and also with other studies described earlier (e.g., Schwartz & Bransford, 1998; Schwartz & Martin, 2004). These findings suggest that there is in fact a utility in having students solve novel problems first. To explain these findings, we argued that the PF design invoked learning processes that not only activated but also differentiated students’ prior knowledge as evidenced by the number of student-generated solutions. Whereas PF students were afforded opportunities to work with not only the solutions that they generated but also the canonical solutions that they received during direct instruction, DI students worked with only the canonical ones. Hence, DI students worked with a smaller number of solutions, and consequently, their knowledge was arguably not as differentiated as their PF counterparts.

What prior knowledge differentiation affords in part is a comparison and contrast between the various solutions—among the student-generated solutions as well as between the student-generated and canonical solutions. Specifically, these contrasts afford opportunities to attend to the following critical features of the targeted concept that are necessary to develop a deep understanding of the concept. Granted that student-generated solutions are at best an indirect measure of prior knowledge activation and differentiation, it was nonetheless a critical difference between the two conditions by design. Importantly, this difference needs to be situated in the argument made by the proponents of DI in their questioning of the utility of getting students to generate solutions to solve novel problems on their own. They argue that students should be given the canonical solutions (either through worked examples or direct instruction) before getting them to apply these to solve problems on their own (Sweller, 2010).

5. Further studies examining the PF design
On the one hand, the finding that the more solutions students generate, the more they learn from PF on average—the solution generation effect—evidenced one of the key mechanisms of the PF design of prior knowledge activation and differentiation. On the other hand, the solution generation effect also raised important questions for further inquiry. In this section, we describe four such lines of inquiry; each testing a critical aspect of the PF design.
Once again, fuller descriptions of these studies can be found in our published work, and therefore, our intention here is to briefly describe and summarize the findings and their implications for the PF design.

The role of math ability
A key assumption in the PF design is that students have the formal and intuitive resources for generation and exploration prior to learning a new concept. In the light of the solution generation effect, an obvious and immediate question given was to examine the role of math ability. After all, one could expect math ability to influence what and how much students generate, and consequently how much students learn from PF.

Testing the efficacy of PF over DI across different math ability profiles was precisely the aim of the studies reported in Kapur and Bielaczyc (2012). Students were purposefully sampled from three public, co-educational schools with significantly different math ability profiles - 75 high ability, 114 medium ability, and 113 low ability - on the national standardized examinations in Singapore. In each school, students in their intact classes were assigned to the PF or the DI condition taught by the same teacher.

Several key findings were demonstrated: a) the relative efficacy of PF over DI was replicated, b) the solution generation effect was replicated, and c) students with significantly different math ability were not as different in terms of their capacity to generate solutions during the generation and exploration phase. Consequently, students across different ability profiles were able to learn better from PF than DI. Taken together, these findings provided a strong evidence for the design principles of PF, and demonstrated the tractability of PF across a range of math ability provided one is able to design according to the design principles of PF.

The role of guided versus unguided generation
A critical design decision for PF is to not provide cognitive guidance or support during the generation and exploration phase. The solution generation effect showed that students of different math abilities are in fact able to leverage their formal and intuitive resources to generate solutions even in the absence of any cognitive guidance or support. However, this only begged the question: might not guiding students during the generation and exploration phase result in an even better production of solutions, which in turn may help students learning even more from PF? In other words, what is the marginal gain of providing students with guidance during the generation and exploration phase?

In Kapur (2011b), we addressed this question. Participants were 109, Secondary 1 (grade 7) students from a co-educational public school in Singapore. Students were from three mathematics classes taught by the same teacher. The participating school was a mainstream school comprising average-ability students on the grade six national standardized tests. The same study design as in Study 1 was used except that in addition to the PF and DI conditions, a third condition - the guided generation condition - was added. One class was assigned to each condition. The guided-generation condition was exactly the same as the PF condition but with one important exception. Whereas students in the PF condition did not receive any form of cognitive guidance or support during the generation and exploration phase, students in the guided-generation condition were provided with cognitive support and facilitation throughout that process. Such guidance was typically in the form of teacher clarifications, focusing attention on significant issues or parameters in the problem, question prompts that engendered student elaboration and
explanations, and hints towards productive solution steps (Hmelo-Silver, Duncan, & Chinn, 2007; Puntambekar & Hübscher, 2005).

Findings suggested that students from the PF condition outperformed those from the DI and guided-generation conditions on procedural fluency, conceptual understanding and transfer. The differences between guided-generation and DI conditions were not significant, though students from the guided-generation condition performed marginally better than those from the DI condition. Overall, the descriptive trend PF > guided-generation > LP seemed consistent across the different types of items. We argued that giving guidance too early or in the process of generation does not add to the preparatory benefits of generation in part because students may not be ready to receive and make use of the guidance provided.

The role of generating versus studying and evaluating solutions
A critical mechanism embodied in the PF design is one of generation and exploration of solutions relying only on students' formal and intuitive resources. However, it was not clear from the solution generation effect whether what was critical is the generation of solutions or simply an exposure to these solutions. Simply put, is it really necessary for students to generate the solutions or can these solutions be given to students to study and evaluate, that is, the opportunity to learn from the failed problem-solving efforts of their peers? We refer to learning from the failed problem-solving efforts of others as learning from Vicarious Failure (VF). If productive failure is a design where students have an opportunity to learn from their own failed solutions, then vicarious failure is a design where students have an opportunity to learn from the failed solutions of their peers.

In Kapur (in press-a), we compared the effectiveness of learning from PF and VF. Participants were one hundred and thirty six ($N = 136$) grade eight mathematics students (14-15 year olds) from two co-educational public schools in Singapore. Sixty four students from School A and seventy two students from School B participated in the study. In both the schools, students came from two intact classes taught by the same teacher. As per the PF design, PF students experienced the generation and exploration phase followed by the consolidation and knowledge assembly phase. VF students differed from the PF condition only in the first phase: The generation and exploration phase was replaced with a study and evaluate phase, where instead of generating and exploring solutions, students worked in small groups to study and evaluate student-generated solutions (available from earlier work, e.g., Kapur, 2012; see Kapur, in-press for examples of solutions). VF students then received the same consolidation and knowledge assembly as PF students. In the study and evaluation phase for VF students, students first read the complex problem (see Appendix A) and were then presented with the student-generated solutions one-by-one counterbalanced for order with the prompt: “Evaluate whether this solution is a good measure of consistency. Explain and give reasons to support your evaluation.” The number of solutions was pegged to the average number of solutions produced by PF groups, that is, six. The most frequently-generated solutions by the PF students were chosen for VF condition.

Findings suggested that, after controlling for prior knowledge, school, and ability differences, PF students significantly outperformed VF students on conceptual understanding and transfer, without compromising procedural fluency. These findings underscored the primacy of generation over mere exposure, thereby evidencing a key mechanism of the PF design. In more recent work (Kapur, in-press-b), we have compared PF, VF, and DI, and shown the findings to be consistent with Kapur (in-press-a).
The role of attention to critical features

As discussed earlier, the contrasts among and between the student-generated solutions and the canonical solutions afford students the opportunities to attend to the critical features of the targeted concept. However, if what is essential is that students attend to the ten critical features, then why not simply tell students these critical features? Why bother having them generate, and compare and contrast the solutions? Simply put, do students really need to generate before receiving the critical features, or would telling the critical features without any generation work just as well? Addressing this question would help understand a critical mechanism of PF that the generation and exploration of solutions better prepares students to understand the critical features during for instruction than simply telling them those features.

In Kapur and Bielaczyc (2011), we addressed this question. Participants were 57, ninth-grade mathematics students (14-15 year olds) from two intact classes in an all-boys public school in Singapore. One class was assigned to the PF condition, and the other class to the ‘Strong-DI’ condition. Both classes were taught by the same teacher. The PF condition was exactly the same as in Study 1. The Strong-DI condition was the same as the DI condition in Study 1 except that the teacher drew attention to the ten critical features during instruction (e.g., why deviations need to be taken from the mean, why they must be positive, why divide by n, etc.). While explaining each step of formulating and calculating SD, the teacher explained the appropriate critical features relevant for that step. For example, when explaining the concept of “deviation of a point from the mean”, the teacher discussed why deviations need to be from a fixed point, why the fixed point should be the mean, and why deviations must be positive. During subsequent problem solving and feedback, the teacher repeatedly reinforced these critical features throughout the lessons.

Findings suggested that PF students significantly outperformed their Strong-DI counterparts on conceptual understanding without compromising on procedural fluency. There were no differences in terms of transfer. These findings suggested that although telling students novel information can be effective, the generation and exploration phase is nonetheless better in preparing students to receive these features.

6. Conclusion

Contrary to the commonly-held belief that there is little efficacy in having learners solve novel problems that target concepts they have not learnt yet, our work suggests that there is indeed such an efficacy even if learners do not formally know the underlying concepts needed to solve the problems, and even if such problem solving leads to failure initially.

In this chapter, we traced the developmental trajectory of PF from its inception to a learning design. We started by describing the mechanisms embodies in the PF design, as well as the principles guiding the design. Our initial work in the schools compared the PF design with the most prevalent design in classroom instruction, that is, DI. Findings from an initial comparison between PF and DI were encouraging, yet raised further lines of inquiry that necessitated a closer examination of some critical aspects of the PF design, namely: a) the role of math ability, b) the role of guidance during the generation, c) the role of learning from vicarious failure, and d) the role of attention to critical features. Each of these lines of inquiry was pursued through classroom-based quasi-experimental studies.

Thus far, our work has focused on a closer interrogation of the design to more systematically unpack and examine its design assumption and decisions.
Through such an “iterative” examination in real-ecologies, our goal for the PF learning design is to become more “ecologically valid and practice-oriented” (Confrey, 2006, p. 144). More importantly, the iterative examination of the design further generates theoretical conjectures that in turn drive future work. In other words, the continuous examination of the design enables the development of possible design principles that direct, apprise and advance educational research and practice (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012). Therefore, our future work would continue to interrogate the PF design and all its constituent mechanisms, design principles, and design decisions, while at the same time iterate and refine the PF design.
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